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Abstract

We present a simple paradigm for efficient implementation of primal-dual approximation

algorithms for several network design problems in the distributed environment. Our approxi-

mation ratios are the same as in the centralized primal-dual algorithms, and we establish that our

message complexity is close to the best possible. Specifically, we show that the 2-approximation

algorithm of [8] for covering an uncrossable set-family by a minimum cost set of edges can be

implemented in distributed environment using O(nD) communication rounds and O(n2) mes-

sages, where n is the number of nodes and D is the diameter of the communication network. In

particular, within the same communication complexity we obtain:

(i) A 2-approximation for Steiner Forest, Point to Point Connection, and T -Join.

(ii) A 3-approximation for Survivable Network Design with requirements in {0, 1, 2}.

(iii) An O(log k)-approximation for Steiner Network, for constant maximum requirement k.

Even for Steiner Forest, the previous best known algorithm [13] had expected ratio O(log n),

while using O(Sp log2 n) rounds and O(|E|S log n) messages, where S ≥ D is the “shortest path

diameter” of the network, and p = O(n) is the number of groups in the instance.

We also give a 2(k+1)-approximation algorithm for k-Connected Subgraph with metric costs

that uses O(log log n) rounds and O(|E|) = O(n2) messages, which is optimal. This improves

the result of [14] where was given an O(k log n)-approximation algorithm that uses O(log n

k
)

rounds and O(nk log n

k
) expected number of messages.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Problems considered and results

Distributed approximation algorithms aim to establish a trade off between optimality of a dis-

tributed algorithm solution for the communication complexity – number of communication rounds

and messages of the algorithm. Distributed algorithms inherently deal with the way nodes should

exchange information in order to solve a common problem. The goal in network design prob-

lems is to design a “cheap” subnetwork (subgraph) that satisfies prescribed properties. Network

connectivity is a fundamental property, naturally arising in distributed computing network design.

In the synchronous model all link delays are bounded and each processor keeps a local clock

synchronized with every other clock in the network. A message sent in clock pulse p arrives

before clock pulse p + 1. So, in one communication round each node can send and receive one

message from each of its neighbors and perform some local computation, which does not require

any communication with other nodes. In the asynchronous model there is no synchronized local

clock, messages arrive within some finite but unpredictable time, and messages arrival order may

differ from its original transmission order. Unless stated otherwise, we assume the synchronous

model when each message is restricted to O(log n) bits of information. It is straightforward to

adapt our results to the general case when each message is restricted to O(B) bits of information.

Most of our results easily extend to the asynchronous model while preserving the same message

and time complexity.

In this paper we design efficient distributed primal-dual approximation algorithms for some

network design connectivity problems. The instance to each of these problem contains a graph

G = (V,E) with edge costs {c(e) : e ∈ E} and connectivity requirements R = {r(u, v) : u, v,∈ V }.

Clearly, if all the data is known to some node s, then this node can apply any centralized algorithm

for the problem. But usually, every node v ∈ V knows only a “local” information about the

edges incident to it and their costs. A distributed algorithm can be converted into a centralized

one by sending all the information to one node s, and then distribute the solution computed

by s to the nodes of the network. Assuming that the local information at each node and the

solution size is O(n), an attempt to convert a distributed algorithm into a centralized one requires

O(D(|E|+|R|)) = O(n3) messages and O(|E|+|R|) = O(n2) communication rounds. where n = |V |

and D is the diameter of the communication network. A non-trivial distributed algorithm should

use less rounds/messages than the one that transfers all the instance to a single node. The key idea

behind our algorithms is that a total of O(n) distinct messages are transferred during the algorithm

(each message of size O(log n)), but to all the nodes of the network.
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In the next known statement, a leader election algorithm for trees/graphs is used as described

in [25]; we provide a proof for completeness of exposition in Section 2.

Proposition 1.1 Constructing an O(D) diameter broadcasting tree T can be implemented using

O(n) rounds and O(n log n+|E|) messages. Distributing a pre-known information of N messages to

all the nodes of the network over T can be done in the synchronous model using O(N+D) rounds and

O(nN) messages. Electing a leader-minimum value over T takes O(D) rounds and O(n) messages.

In the asynchronous model, constructing T takes O(n + D2) rounds and O(n log n + |E| + nD)

messages, distributing N messages over T takes O(N +D) rounds and O(nN) messages, the leader

election-minimum value over T takes O(D) rounds and O(n) messages.

The generic problem we consider, which is the basis to most of our algorithms, is as follows.

Definition 1.1 Let F ⊆ 2V be a set-family of subsets of a ground-set V .

• F is uncrossable if X ∩ Y,X ∪ Y ∈ F or X − Y, Y −X ∈ F for any X,Y ∈ F .

• An edge set I on V covers F , or I is a F-cover, if for every X ∈ F there is an edge in I with

exactly one end-node in X.

• An inclusion minimal member of F is an F-core, or simply a core if F is understood.

Set-Family Edge-Cover

Instance: A graph G = (V,E) with edge-costs {c(e) : e ∈ E} and a set-family F on V .

Objective: Find a minimum cost F-cover I ⊆ E.

As we consider undirected graphs, we may assume that F is symmetric, namely, that S ∈ F

implies V − S ∈ F . Given a partial solution I to Set-Family Edge-Cover, the residual family FI

consist from all members of F that are not covered by I. Goemans et al. [8] gave a 2-approximation

algorithm for Set-Family Edge-Cover with uncrossable F provided that for any edge set I the FI -

cores can be computed in polynomial time. In the distributed setting, we assume that:

Assumption 1:

There is a pre-known information built from O(n) messages of O(log n) bits each, so that knowing

this information and an edge-set I ⊆ E, any node v ∈ V can locally compute the set of FI -cores.

Theorem 1.2 Set-Family Edge-Cover admits a distributed 2-approximation algorithm that uses

O(nD) rounds and O(n2) messages.

An information as in Assumption 1 can be distributed to all nodes as described in Propo-

sition 1.1. Comparing to the trivial algorithm that transfers the graph to a single node s, we
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use O(nD) rounds versus O(n2) and O(n2) messages versus O(n3) for both the synchronous and

asynchronous models, while our ratio is the same.

Several problems can be casted as Set-Family Edge-Cover with uncrossable F . We give 3 exam-

ples. The instance to each problem contains a graph G = (V,E) with edge costs {c(e) : e ∈ E}.

Additional instance parts, objectives, and the corresponding family F , are as follows, see [9].

Steiner Forest

Given a partition R1, . . . , Rp of V find a minimum cost edge-set I ⊆ E so that in the graph (V, I)

every part belongs to the same connected component.

Here F = {S ⊆ V : S ∩Ri 6= ∅, Ri − S 6= ∅ for some part Ri}.

T -Join

Given T ⊆ V with |T | even find a minimum cost edge-set I ⊆ E so that degI(v) (the degree of v

w.r.t. I) is odd for every v ∈ T and is even for every v ∈ V − T ;

Here F = {S ⊆ V : |S ∩ T | is odd }.

Point to Point Connection

Given disjoint subsets P,Q ⊆ V with |P | = |Q| find a minimum cost edge-set I ⊆ E so that

|P ∩ C| = |Q ∩C| for every connected component C of the graph (V, I).

Here F = {S ⊆ V : |S ∩ P | 6= |S ∩Q|}.

It was implicitly shown in [9] that Assumption 1 holds in each case. Thus we obtain:

Theorem 1.3 Each one of the problems Steiner Forest, T -Join, and Point to Point Connection,

admits a 2-approximation algorithm that uses O(nD) communication rounds and O(n2) messages.

For Steiner Forest this improves the result of [13], where an O(Sp log2 n) time algorithm with

expected ratio O(log n) and message complexity O(S|E| log n) was given; here S is the so called

“shortest path diameter” of the network, namely S = maxu,v∈V ℓ(u, v) where ℓ(u, v) is the minimum

length (number of the edges) in a cheapest uv-path. Note that n ≥ S ≥ D ≥ 1.

We also establish lower bounds on the communication complexity for Steiner Forest, which does

not depend on edge costs and hold even when G is a tree. Our lower bounds are valid under the

following assumption on the way the problem instance is distributed among the nodes.

Assumption 2:

At the beginning, the local information available to every node v of G is: the ID of v, the edges of

G incident to v, and the (ID of the) part Ri that contains v.

Assumption 1 is stronger than Assumption 2, as it allows more “global” information. Note

however, that a distributed algorithm that relies on Assumption 1 has a preprocessing phase of
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redistributing the pre-known information (e.g., all the parts Ri) to all the nodes. Such a phase

requires Θ(n2) messages even for trees, see Proposition 1.1. Hence every algorithm that relies

on Assumption 1 has implicitly a lower bound of O(n2) messages even for trees. This message

complexity is dominated by other parts of our algorithm, and hence was assumed to be negligible.

Assumption 2 is weaker than Assumption 1, but does not assume any preprocessing. We state our

lower bound using parameters D and p.

Theorem 1.4 For any p,D with 2p+D = n, there exist and instance of Steiner Forest with the input

graph G being a tree, so that under Assumption 2, the following holds. Any distributed algorithm

that computes an inclusion minimal solution to the problem and uses messages of size ≤ B needs

Ω(D + p/B) rounds and Ω(Dp/B) messages in the synchronous and asynchronous models.

Proof: The proof reduces the following mailing problem, that has the required lower bounds, to

the inclusion minimal Steiner Forest problem:

Mailing Problem: Given a sender node s and a receiver node t that are connected by a single path

of length D, send a vector Y = (b1, · · · , bp) of p bits from s to t.

Given an instance of the Mailing Problem, construct an instance of Steiner Forest (without costs)

as follows. The graph G is obtained by adding 2p “virtual” nodes: p nodes s1, .., sp connected to

s and p nodes t1, .., tp connected to t. The nodes s and t will simulate all the activities of the

virtual nodes in relation to running a distributed algorithm. The connectivity requirements are

r(si, ti) = 1 if bi = 1 and r(si, ti) = 0 otherwise; t will mark every ti as belonging to part (with

ID) i, and s will mark si as belonging to part (with ID) i only if bi = 1 (if bi = 0 then si may be

marked by label > p). The obtained network will run the distributed Steiner Forest algorithm. The

edge (t, ti) will be chosen to the solution if, and only if, bi = 1. Hence t will be able to resolve Y .

2

Substituting D = p = n/3 and B = O(log n) in Theorem 1.4, we obtain the lower bounds:

Ω(n2/ log n) on the number of messages, and Ω(n2/ log n) and Ω(n) on the number of rounds in the

asynchronous and the synchronous model, respectively. This essentially implies that the messages

complexity of our algorithm that uses O(n2) messages is close to the optimal. It remains an open

question whether our number of rounds O(nD) can be improved.

There are two additional problems we consider that do not admit an immediate reduction to

Set-Family Edge-Cover, but use the algorithm from Theorem 1.2 as a subroutine.

Steiner Network

Given connectivity requirements {r(u, v) : u, v ∈ V } find a minimum cost edge-set I ⊆ E so that

in the graph (V, I) there are r(u, v) edge-disjoint uv-paths for every u, v ∈ V .
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The Survivable Network Design (SND) problem is the same as Steiner Network, except that the

paths are required to be internally node disjoint, and not only edge disjoint. We consider SND with

r(u, v) ∈ {0, 1, 2}, and call this problem {0, 1, 2}-SND for short. For this problem only, we assume

that r(u, v) are given as the partitions R1,R2 of total size O(n) which suits Assumption 1. The

partitions and their exact definitions are elaborated in section 3.2.

Theorem 1.5 Steiner Network and {0, 1, 2}-SND admit an H(k)-approximation algorithm that uses

O(knD) rounds and O(kn2) messages, where k = maxu,v∈V r(u, v) is the maximum requirement,

and H(k) is the kth harmonic number; the time and message complexities is true for both syn-

chronous and asynchronous models.

Finally, we consider the k-Connected subgraph problem with metric costs (when the input graph

is complete and the edge costs satisfy the triangle inequality) and prove:

Theorem 1.6 k-Connected subgraph with metric costs admits an O(k)-approximation algorithm

that uses O(log log n) communication rounds and O(n2) messages.

This improves the result of [14] where was given an O(k log n)-approximation algorithm that

uses O(log n
k
) rounds and with expected message complexity O(nk log n

k
).

Theorems 1.2, 1.5, and 1.6 are proved in Sections 2, 3, and 4, respectively.

The following table summarizes our and previous results for problems considered.

Problem Approximation Rounds Messages

Set-Family Edge-cover 2 O(nD) O(n2)

Steiner Forest [13] expected O(log n) O(Sp log2 n) O(S|E| log n)

Steiner Forest 2 O(nD) O(n2)

T-Join 2 O(nD) O(n2)

Point to Point Connection 2 O(nD) O(n2)

{0, 1, 2}-SND 3 O(nD) O(n2)

Steiner Network 2H(k) O(knD) O(kn2)

Metric k-Connected Subgraph [14] O(k log n) O(log n
k
) expected O(nk log n

k
)

Metric k-connected Subgraph O(k) O(log log n) O(n2)

Table 1: Our and previous results for problems considered. Results without references are proved

in this work. For Steiner Forest p is the number of groups and S is the shortest path diameter,

n ≥ S ≥ D ≥ 1 For Steiner Network and k-connected Subgraph k = maxu,v∈V r(u, v) is the maximum

requirement.
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1.2 Related work

All the problems considered in this paper except T -join are NP-hard. These problems were studied

extensively in the centralized setting, c.f., [9, 17, 24, 7, 22]. Both k-Connected Subgraph and Steiner

Forest generalize the famous Minimum Spanning Tree problem, which was extensively studied, and

for which optimal time and message complexity distributed algorithms were devised, c.f., [1, 20]. In

addition, the approximate distributed version was studied by Elkin [6] et al., with some important

result on the trade off between the number of rounds/messages and approximation ratios.

The primal-dual approach for distributed algorithm is not new. It was already implemented

for Capacitated Vertex Cover and Scheduling by Grandoni et al. in [10, 4] and Panconesi, Sozio in

[23] respectively. The Weighted Vertex Cover has a none primal-dual implementation (via maximal

matchings) by Grandoni, Könemann, Panconesi [11]. Another primal-dual related LP-algorithm

for Capacitated dominating sets is given by Fabian, Moscibroda [18]. The above algorithms run in

polylogarithmic time. Elkin [6] showed that for D ≥ 3 the MST, and thus also Steiner Forest have

an Ω(n/ logt n)-approximation threshold for distributed algorithm that use polylogarithmic number

of rounds, where t ≥ 0 is some universal constant. Hence unlike Vertex Cover, MST and Steiner

Forest do not admit reasonable approximation ratios using polylogarithmic number of rounds.

As mentioned, the centralized versions of Set-Family Edge-Cover admits a 2-approximation algo-

rithm [8]. Steiner Forest, T -Join, and Point to Point Connection are particular cases, hence also admit

a 2-approximation algorithm [9, 26]. However, none of these primal-dual algorithms was known to

admit a non-trivial distributed implementation. The only distributed algorithm for Steiner Forest

was given by [13]; they have devised a probabilistic algorithm with O(log n) expected approxima-

tion, based on a so called “least element lists” data structure, that uses O(Sk log2 n) communication

rounds and O(|E|S log n) messages.

Both Steiner Network and {0, 1, 2}-SND admit a 2-approximation algorithm, see [12] and [7],

respectively. These algorithm are based on the iterative rounding method, that repeatedly solves

linear programs. The known primal-dual approximation algorithms have ratio 2H(k), see [8] and

[24]; note that k = 2 and H(k) = 3 for {0, 1, 2}-SND. We note that for general requirements SND is

unlikely to admit even a polylogarithmic approximation even for very restricted instances [15, 19, 2].

However, in the case of metric costs, SND admits an O(log k)-approximation algorithm [3].

The best known ratio for k-Connected Subgraph is O(log k log n
n−k

) [22]. For metric costs, the

best known ratio is 2+ k
n

[16]. The situation in the distributed settings is far from optimal. The only

distributed algorithm for k-Connected Subgraph was for the case of metric costs [14]; this algorithm

has ratio O(k log n), rounds complexity O(log n
k
), and expected message complexity O(nk log n

k
).
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For centralized approximation algorithms for connectivity problems see a survey in [17].
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2 An algorithm for Set-Family Edge-Cover (Proof of Theorem 1.2)

We start by proving Proposition 1.1. Initially, we compute some BFS tree T , which is used as a

broadcasting tree for communication between the nodes. Note that the diameter of T is at most

2D . This is done by electing a “leader” over a G. The leader then commences a BFS tree T rooted

to it, afterward every node knows its neighbors in T and the direction to the leader. To perform

communication along T , every node broadcasts its pre-known encoded information over the rooted

tree T ; upon receiving a new information - message M by a node v, v will save locally M and will

act as relay in order to continue broadcasting M over T these kind of technics are also known as

(pipelined) upcast and downcast.

For the synchronous case, the MST-construction/leader-election due to Awerbuch [1] uses O(n)

rounds and O(|E|+n log n) messages. The BFS algorithm uses O(D) rounds and O(|E|) messages.

The tree broadcasting (pipelined broadcast) uses O(D +N) rounds and O(nN) messages. Electing

a leader-minimum value over T takes O(D) rounds with O(n) messages by using convergecast as

described by Santoro [25] et al.

The asynchronous case analysis is similar. The MST-construction/leader-election, tree broad-

casting and computing a minimum-value over T has the same rounds and message complexities

as in the synchronous model. The chosen asynchronous BFS algorithm takes O(D2) rounds and

O(|E|+ nD) messages as described by Santoro [25] et al.

This finishes the proof of Proposition 1.1.

We briefly describe the 2-approximation algorithm of [8] for Set-Family Edge-Cover with uncross-

able F . Let δ(S) be the set of edges in E with exactly one end-node in S. Consider the following

LP-relaxation (P) for the problem and its dual program (D):

(P) min
∑

e∈E

c(e)x(e) (D) max
∑

S∈F

yS

s.t.
∑

e∈δ(S)

xe ≥ 1 ∀ S ∈ F s.t.
∑

δ(S)∋e

yS ≤ ce ∀ e ∈ E

xe ≥ 0 ∀ e ∈ E yS ≥ 0 ∀ S ∈ F

Given a solution y to (D), an edge e ∈ E is tight if the inequality in (D) that corresponds to e

holds with equality. Equivalently, setting c̄(e) ← c(e) −
∑
{S ∈ F : e ∈ δ(S)}yS to be the residual

costs, we have that an edge e is tight if, and only if, c̄(e) = 0. The algorithm produces an F-cover

I ⊆ E (so the characteristic vector of I is a feasible solution to (P)) and a solution y to (D) so

that all the edges in I are tight. Here is the description of the algorithm. The algorithm has two

phases.
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Phase 1 starts with partial solution I = ∅, and applies a sequence of iterations. At each

iteration, exactly one edge is selected to be added to I, until FI has no cores, that is I is an F-

cover. Selecting an edge to add is done as follows. The algorithm maintains (implicitly) a feasible

solution y for (D). Initially, yS = 0 for all S ∈ F . Now, if I is still not an F-cover (so there is at

least one FI core), we increase uniformly (possibly by zero) the dual variables yS corresponding to

FI -cores, until some edge e ∈ E − I that covers some FI -core becomes tight; then e is added to I

at this iteration.

Phase 2 applies on I “reverse delete”, which means the following. Let I = {e1, . . . , ej}, where

ei was added at iteration i. For i = j downto 1, we delete ei from I if I − ei is still a F-cover. At

the end of the algorithm, I is output.

In [8] it is proved that this algorithm has approximation ratio 2. Here we only need to show that

under Assumption 1 the algorithm can be implemented in distributed environment using O(nD)

rounds and O(n2) messages.

Claim 2.1 I is a forest at the end of Phase 1.

Proof: Suppose to the contrary that I has a cycle C. Let e = uv be the edge of C added to C last,

and let I ′ be the accumulated partial solution before e was added. Then e covers some FI′-core S,

say u ∈ S and v ∈ V − S. However, I ′ contains the uv-path C − e, hence I ′ already covers S. This

gives a contradiction. 2

Each time an edge is added to I at Phase 1, this edge is distributed to all the nodes in the

network. As the number of edges is O(n), this can be implemented using O(nD) rounds and O(n2)

messages, by Proposition 1.1.

We describe how to implement the edge selection step in Phase 1. Every v ∈ V calculates the

residual costs of the edges in δE−I(v), the quantity ε(v) = min{c̄(e)/t(e) : e ∈ δE(v)}, and the edge

ev for which the minimum is attained, where t(e) is the number of (at most 2) FI -cores covered by

e. Then, a leader election-minimum distinct value algorithm is applied to select among the edges

{ev : v ∈ V } an edge e with c̄(e)/t(e) minimum; the node id’s are used to break ties. After e = eu

is chosen, u sends eu over the BFS tree. Upon receiving the edge eu, each node will add eu to I and

will update the dual variables, which are needed to calculate the residual costs. This edge selection

mini-phase takes O(D) rounds with O(n) message for one edge, by Proposition 1.1. Hence for all

the O(n) edges derived from Claim 2.1, O(nD) rounds and O(n2) messages suffice.

Phase 2 can be implemented using local computations only. The edges and their augmentation

order in I is known to every node in the network. Hence by Assumption 1 each node in the network

can check locally whether a set I − e (for any e ∈ I ) is an F-cover by insuring that every edge
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e removable from I does not create any FI−e-core. This “reverse delete” implementation takes 0

communication rounds and 0 messages.

The proof of Theorem 1.2 is complete.
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3 Steiner Network and {0, 1, 2}-SND (Proof of Theorem 1.5)

3.1 Algorithm for Steiner Network

We describe a variation of the (centralized) algorithm of [8] for Steiner Network. For every i the

relation {(u, v) ∈ V × V : r(u, v) ≥ i} is an equivalence, and let Ri be the partition of V into its

equivalence classes. We will assume that the requirements are given by the partitions R1, . . .Rk,

and at the end of this section will discuss the case of pairwise requirement r(u, v). Let R0 = {V }.

The algorithm has k iterations. Let λH(u, v) be the maximum number of edge disjoint uv-

paths in H. At the beginning of iteration i the partial solution H satisfies λH(u, v) ≥ i− 1 for all

u, v ∈ Ri−1. During iteration i the algorithm computes an edge set I so that λH+I(u, v) ≥ i for all

u, v ∈ Ri. Hence after k iterations the solution H is feasible.

The augmenting edge set I is computed using the 2-approximation algorithm for Set-Family

Edge-Cover described in Section 2. The corresponding set-family F is defined by

F = {S ⊆ V : S ∩R 6= ∅, R − S 6= ∅ for some R ∈ Ri,degH(S) = i− 1} ,

where degH(S) is the number of edges in H from S to V − S. It is proved in [8] that this F is

uncrossable, and that c(I) ≤ 2opt/(k − i). This implies the approximation ratio 2H(k).

For the distributed implementation, all we need to show is that Assumption 1 holds during each

iteration, namely, knowing an edge-set I, any node v ∈ V can locally compute the set of FI -cores.

Here however we assume that the pre-known information is built from O(kn) messages of O(log n)

bits each. Thus we assume that at the beginning of iteration i every node knows the partial solution

H computed so far. Then computing the FI cores is done using standard flow methods. For every

pair u, v that belongs to the same part R ∈ Ri, compute in H +I the maximum uv flow. If this flow

has value i− 1, compute the minimum cut Cuv containing u and the minimum cut Cvu containing

v. The minimal inclusion sets among the sets computed are the FI -cores.

If we are given pairwise requirements r(u, v), we can convert them into requirements in the

partition form R1, . . .Rk as follows. Note that for any equivalence class Rj ∈ Ri, r(u, v) ≥ i holds

for every u, v ∈ Rj. Hence the equivalence classes of Ri could be defined by the minimum node ID

in each equivalence class.

u ∈ Rj , Rj ∈ Ri ⇐⇒ j = min{id(u), min
r(u,v)≥i, v∈V

id(v)}

Each u ∈ V will broadcast its subpartition identifier in Ri denoted by j, i.e., for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k.

By Proposition 1.1 this adds a total of nk + D rounds and kn2 messages for both the synchronous
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and asynchronous models. These number of rounds and messages are dominated by the ones of the

algorithm.

3.2 Algorithm for {0, 1, 2}-SND

We start by presenting a new simple centralized 3-approximation algorithm for {0, 1, 2}-SND, which

combines the algorithm of Ravi and Williamson [24] with a construction from [21]. The first

iteration of the algorithm is the same as in the case of Steiner Network. Let H be the partial

solution computed. In [24] it is proved that c(H) ≤ opt. After resetting the costs of the edges in

H to 0, we get the following “residual” problem:

Instance: A graph H = (V,EH), an edge set E on V with costs {c(e) : e ∈ E}, a collections

D1,D2 of pairs of V so that every pair in D1 belongs to a distinct components of H, and

every pair in D2 belongs to the same component of H.

Objective: Find a min-cost edge set I ⊆ E so that H + I contains: a uv-path for all {u, v} ∈ D1,

and 2 internally-disjoint uv-paths for all {u, v} ∈ D2.

We now describe a construction from [21] that reduces the latter problem to Set-Family Edge-

Cover with uncrossable F . Start by modifying the instance H,E, c,D (see Figure 1). A node a is

a cut-node of H if H − a has more (connected) components than H. The components of H − a

that are not components of H are the sides of a. Let Q be the set of cut-nodes of H. For every

a ∈ Q with sides A1, . . . , Ak do the following (see Figure 1): add new nodes a1, . . . , ak, add the

edges aa1, . . . , aak of the cost 0 each to EH , and for every edge ua ∈ EH ∪E with u ∈ Ai replace its

end-node a by ai; the set D of 2-connectivity demand pairs remains the same. Note that only edges

in E that are incident to a node in Q and have both end-nodes in the same component of H are

affected. Note that for subsets of E the transformation is cost preserving, since all original edges in

E keep their costs, while the added edges have cost 0. It is also easy to see that I ⊆ E is a feasible

solution to the original instance if, and only if, I is a feasible solution to the modified instance; the

cost of I is the same in both instances. Henceforth H = (V,EH), E, c,D is the modified instance,

and Q is the set of original cut-nodes. We now define our family F on this modified instance.

Definition 3.1 A set X ⊆ V is 1-violated if there is a pair {x, x′} ∈ D1 so that x ∈ X and

x′ ∈ V −X. Let F1 be the family of all 1-violated sets. A set-pair is a partition {X,X ′} of V − a

for some a ∈ Q so that no edge in EH connects X and X ′. A set-pair {X,X ′} is 2-violated if there

is a demand pair {x, x′} ∈ D2 so that x ∈ X and x′ ∈ X ′. A set X ⊆ V is 2-violated if it is a part

of some 2-violated set-pair. Let F+
2 be the family of all 2 violated sets, let F−

2 = {V −X : X ∈ F+
2 },

and let F2 = F+
2 ∪ F

−
2 . Finally, let F = F1 ∪ F2.
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Figure 1: Modification of the residual instance. Some edges in E are shown by dashed lines. The

set of original cut-nodes of H is Q = {a, b, c} and the added nodes are a1, a2, a3, a4, b1, b2, b3, c1, c2.
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Figure 2: Illustration to the proof of Lemma 3.1.

Note that X ∈ F+
2 if, and only if, V −X ∈ F−, thus F2 is symmetric. It is a routine to show

that I ⊆ E is a feasible solution for the modified instance if, and only if, I covers F .

Lemma 3.1 The family F in Definition 3.1 is uncrossable.

Proof: It is known that F1 is uncossable, see [8]. In [21] it is proved that F2 is uncrossable. We

only need to show that X ∩ Y,X ∪ Y ∈ F or X − Y, Y −X ∈ F for any X ∈ F1 and Y ∈ F2.

Assume Y ∈ F+
2 ; the case Y ∈ F−

2 is symmetric. Let x ∈ X,x′ ∈ V −X so that {x, x′} ∈ D1.

Let {Y, Y ′} be a 2-violated setpair of V − a with y ∈ Y, y′ ∈ Y ′ so that {y, y′} ∈ D2. Note

that y, y′, a belong to the same component of H, hence either y, y′, a ∈ X or y, y′, a ∈ V − X;

w.l.o.g. assume the former holds. See Figure 2(a) for possible locations of x, x′, y, y′, a in the sets

X,X ′, Y, Y ′. There are three cases for x: x ∈ Y , or x ∈ Y ′, or x = a. There are two cases for

x′: x′ ∈ Y or x′ ∈ Y ′. Suppose that x ∈ Y or that x = a, see Figure 2(b). Then a standard

“uncrossing” argument shows that if x′ ∈ Y then X − Y ∈ F−
2 and Y −X ∈ F1, and If x′ ∈ Y ′

then X ∩ Y ∈ F+
2 and X ∪ Y ∈ F1. The analysis of the case x ∈ Y ′ is similar. This completes the

proof of the lemma. 2

Hence we can apply the 2-approximation algorithm of [8] to compute an edge set I ⊆ E so that

H + I is a feasible solution to {0, 1, 2}-SND.
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As in Steiner Network, let R1 be the be the partition of V into the equivalence classes of the

relation {(u, v) ∈ V × V : r(u, v) ≥ i}. A collection R2 of subsets of V is defined as the blocks

(2-node connectivity components) of the graph (V, F ) where F = {uv : r(u, v) = 2}. It is well

known that
∑

R∈R2
|R| ≤ 2n − 1 = O(n). Thus we can apply Proposition 1.1 to distribute the

collection R2 of sets to all the nodes of the network within the claimed communication complexity.

As in the centralized algorithm the distributed implementation has two iteration. Both itera-

tions will run the Set-Family Edge-Cover algorithm described in Section 2. Iteration 1 runs the

Steiner Forest algorithm as in theorem 1.3, so the first iteration is identical to the first iteration in

the Steiner Network algorithm. Iteration 2 will run the Set-Family Edge-Cover algorithm on the the

family F as in Definition 3.1. At the beginning of iteration 2, every node will modify its locally

constructed graph H from iteration 1 according to the reduction described above (Figure 1). To

run the Set-Family Edge-Cover algorithm with the family F as in Definition 3.1, every cut-node of H

will simulate locally the activities of its copies created by the reduction. The graph H constructed

by the reduction has O(n) nodes/edges, and
∑

R∈R2
|R| = O(n). This is the pre-known information

used by every node. It is not hard to verify that knowing H,R2 and the partial solution I, any node

v ∈ V can locally compute the set of FI -cores. Hence Assumption 1 holds, and the communication

complexity of iteration 2 is as in Theorem 1.2.

The proof of Theorem 1.5 is complete.
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4 An algorithm for k-Connected subgraph (Proof of Theorem 1.6)

We start by describing a centralized 2(k + 1)-approximation algorithm for k-Connected Subgraph

with metric costs. This algorithm is known, and we provide proofs only for completeness of exposi-

tion. Given a spanning tree T in a metric graph G, a well known heuristic constructs a Hamiltonian

cycle H of cost c(H) ≤ 2c(T ) in linear time. The centralized algorithm is as follows.

1. Compute a minimum spanning tree T in G.

2. Construct a Hamiltonian cycle HT of cost c(HT ) ≤ 2c(T ), and label the nodes by 1, . . . , n

according to their order in HT .

3. Obtain a graph H by connecting each node i to the nodes i + 1, i + 2, . . . , i + min{k, n − i}.

Lemma 4.1 The algorithm computes a k-connected graph H of costs c(H) ≤ k(k + 1)/2 · c(HT ).

Proof: We prove that H is k-connected. It is sufficient to prove that if H is a graph on V =

{1, . . . , n} with n ≥ k+1 so that every i ≤ n−1 has at least min{k, n−i} neighbors in {i+1, . . . , n},

then H is k-connected. If n = k + 1 then H is a complete graph. Assume that n ≥ k + 2 and

suppose to the contrary that G is not k-connected. Then there is C ⊆ V with |C| ≤ k − 1 so that

G − C is disconnected. Let X,Y be distinct connected component of G − C with n /∈ X, and let

iX = maxi∈X i and iY = maxi∈Y i. We must have {iX + 1, . . . , n} ⊆ C; hence iX > iY and n /∈ Y .

Thus the same argument applied on Y gives iY > iX . This is a contradiction.

We prove that c(H) ≤ k(k + 1)/2 · c(HT ). Since the costs are metric, c(i, j) ≤
∑j−1

ℓ=i c(ℓ, ℓ + 1)

for every i < j ≤ n. By the construction, if ij ∈ H then i− j ≤ k. Thus

∑

ij∈H

c(i, j) ≤
∑

ij∈H

j−1∑

ℓ=i

c(ℓ, ℓ + 1) ≤ [k + (k − 1) + · · ·+ 1] · c(HT ) = k(k + 1)/2 · c(HT ) .

2

Proposition 4.2 Any k-edge-connected graph H with edge costs c(e) has a spanning tree T with

c(T ) ≤ 2c(H)/k.

Proof: Edmonds [5] proved, that if a directed graph has k edge disjoint paths from r to any other

node, then it contains k edge-disjoint arborescences rooted at r. Thus the bidirection D of H

obtained by replacing every (undirected) edge e = uv by two opposite directed edges uv, vu of the

same cost as e, contains k edge-disjoint arborescences rooted at r. Let T be the underlying tree of

the least cost arborescence among them. Then c(T ) ≤ c(D)/k = 2c(H)/k. 2

Corollary 4.3 The algorithm computes a k-connected graph H of costs c(H) ≤ 2(k + 1) · opt.
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Proof: We have c(H) ≤ k(k + 1)/2 · c(HT ) ≤ k(k + 1)c(T ) ≤ k(k + 1) · 2opt/k = 2(k + 1)opt, by

Lemma 4.1 and Proposition 4.2. 2

Now we describe a distributed implementation of the algorithm. Assume every node v ∈ V has

a unique ID id(v) ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n}. The implementation is as follows.

Step 1 is implemented by applying the algorithm of [20] that uses O(log log n) rounds and

O(n2) messages. (This does not contradicts the lower bound by Elkin [6] since Elkin’s lower bound

is valid only for D ≥ 3, while in a complete graph D = 1).

Step 2 is implemented as follows. The network will transmit the MST to the network leader

which is the node with the maximum id(·). This could be done using O(1) rounds and O(n2)

messages. In order to choose the leader every node v sends its id(v) over all its links; this takes

only one round and O(n2) messages. Afterwards every node can compute locally who is the leader.

In order to send the MST edges to the leader every node v ∈ V will send the degT (v) to the leader.

The leader then will assign to every v exactly degT (v)/2 distinct nodes that will help him to send

its edges (as relays) to the leader with additional O(1) rounds and O(n) messages for all the nodes

in the network altogether. The complexities follows.

After the MST arrives to the leader, the leader will compute the Hamiltonian cycle and the new

node labels locally. Afterward the leader will send to each node its new label. This computation

takes 1 round with O(n) messages.

Step 3 is implemented as follows. Each node will send to every node in the network its

new label; this computation takes 1 round with O(n2) messages. Then each node with label i

will update locally its local edge tables so that it will be connected to the nodes labeled with

i+1, i+2, . . . , i+min{k, n− i} and to the nodes i−1, i−2, . . . , i−max{k, 1} (because the network

is undirected).

The proof of Theorem 1.6 is complete.
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5 Conclusions

In this work we presented a simple paradigm for efficient implementation of primal-dual approxi-

mation algorithms for several network design problems in the distributed environment. The devised

paradigm enables to preserve the approximation ratios of the centralized primal-dual algorithms

while keeping the message complexity close to the best possible. First, we have showed how to

implement the uncrossable Set-Family Edge-Cover 2-approximation centralized algorithm due to

[8] in the distributed environment. This implementation takes O(nD) communication rounds and

O(n2) messages. Next, we explained how to utilize this implementation to solve the Steiner Forest,

Point to Point Connection, and T -Join problems while preserving the approximation ratio of 2. For

Steiner Forest this improves the result of [13], where an O(Sp log2 n) time algorithm with expected

ratio O(log n) and message complexity O(S|E| log n) was given. Afterwards, we established some

non-trivial lower bounds on the rounds and message complexities of any distributed algorithm for

Steiner Forest must make in the synchronous and the asynchronous model. The Steiner Forest asyn-

chronous implementation presented in this work is close to the devised asynchronous lower bounds,

making the above implementation close to the optimum.

Using our paradigm we also showed how to implement a 3-approximation {0, 1, 2}-SND algo-

rithm and an O(log k)-approximation Steiner Network algorithm, for constant maximum require-

ment k. This is the first distributed implementations for these two problems, which were thoroughly

studied in the centralized setting.

Finally, gave a 2(k + 1)-approximation algorithm for k-Connected Subgraph with metric costs

that uses O(log log n) rounds and O(|E|) = O(n2) messages, which is optimal. This improves the

result of [14] where was given an O(k log n)-approximation algorithm that uses O(log n
k
) rounds

and O(nk log n
k
) expected number of messages.

Some open problems that arise from this research are as follows:

• Does Set-Family Edge-Cover with uncrossable f admits lower bound better than the one

derived in this work for Steiner Forest?

• Does our lower bound for Steiner Forest can be met for a constant or even for a poly-logarithmic

approximation algorithm?

• Does a constant or even a poly-logarithmic approximation algorithm exist for the metric

k-Connected Subgraph problem that runs in a constant number of communication rounds?
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